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To the Summer Solstice 

 

Once in each other’s orbit, 

drawn together by some 

mysterious gravitational pull 

 

For the sun and moon 

align themselves to kiss, to join 

together in each other’s arms 

 

So, when darkness descends, 

darkness comes upon them 

they have joined together 

 

As the stars disappear from 

the night sky when they look out 

together, arm in arm, aligned 

 

And the darkness deepens, 

descends on the world, 

when fear should overtake all 

 

But hearing heartbeats 

so close to each other 

gives us the courage to continue 

 

For love eclipses the darkness, 

allowing us to join together 

in strength, holding tight 

 

Listening to our heartbeats 

beating as one, in sync, against 

what lurks in the coming darkness 

 

For once in orbit around each other, 

like the sun and moon, 

love always eclipses the emptiness 

 

Now sunshine will shower down 

by aligning together 

our Summer of love is upon us. 

 

Charles Portolano - Fountain Hills, AZ - cportolano@hotmail.com 

 

 



Returning from the Nursery     2 

 

I pulled up 

on a nice summer day 

excited to get inside 

I walked the long aisles 

lovingly looking  

at all the smiling faces 

looking up at me 

it was an easy decision 

I took as many of them 

as I could carry 

I kept picking them up 

filling up the bed of my truck 

arriving at home 

everyone came to help 

as fast as we could 

we put the smallest babies  

into their new pots 

got them bundled, settled 

into the warm moist earth 

I hoisted the big ones 

up into large baskets 

so, they could be 

lulled to sleep 

by soft breezes 

nap in the sun, later on  

I will water them all 

sit quietly nearby  

listening to them drink  

while giggling, gurgling 

growing up happy 

in their new home 

 

RM Yager - Deerfield, IL - yagojohn@aol.com 

 

 

 

Monarch butterflies 

find wisteria refuge 

from attentive cats 

 

Patricia Carragon - Brooklyn, NY - pcarragon@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:yagojohn@aol.com
mailto:pcarragon@gmail.com


             Tailored Garden      3 

 

In winter my flowerbed  

is clothed in the crumpled garments  

of brown leaves  

that autumn hastily discarded.  

 

Soon my garden will be dressed up,  

befitting the occasion of spring.  

Canary rose will be in spiffy yellow.  

Azalea will be decked out in knock-out red.  

Strands of bluebells will sit below them,  

appearing as dressy footwear.  

 

But spring will also disrobe later,  

and change into the plain green  

dress of summer.  

 

It will be the birds and bees,  

those “couturiers,"  

who will embroider onto summer dresses  

“their” design and color.  

 

Brad Vickers - Lambertville, NJ - cportolano@hotmail.com 

 

 

The sweetness of summer 

 

Summer is popsicles 

shared in the park 

It’s fireworks exploding with joy 

in the dark 

It’s brambles and thistles 

and weeds in your yard 

It’s beautiful blossoms 

and work that is hard… 

It’s crickets and fireflies 

And butterflies, too 

sailing around in a sky deep and blue… 

Summer can be a bit trying at times, 

but know that you’re never alone, 

for summer is also a WONDERFUL time 

with a sweetness that’s all of its own! 

 

Lorna Volk - Cincinnati, OH - cportolano@hotmail.com 



                                          Silken Giants    4 

 

Apple blossom, 

pear 

redbud 

violet 

dandelion 

lilac 

honeysuckle 

rose, 

giants of the earth. 

 

Each blossom, 

a world in itself. 

 

Ambrosia for emerging bees, 

butterflies, 

migrating hummingbirds. 

 

Silken shelters 

for rambling bugs, 

sleepy pollinating bees. 

 

Titans of bounty 

and beauty, 

scenting our air. 

 

In delight, 

we are duty bound 

to protect creation. 

 

Name her Gaia. 

Perfume dabbed 

behind each ear, 

between her breasts, 

at the base of her neck. 

 

Edwina Kadera - Warrenville, IL - ekadera@yahoo.com 
 

 

we come upon a 

crystal clear lagoon-- 

hazy day slips by 

 

Charles Portolano - Fountain Hills, AZ - cportolano@hotmail.com 

mailto:ekadera@yahoo.com


                       Celestial       5 

 

How I remember my first summer night  

On the island thirty years ago, my arrival 

After cancer treatments and dire warnings 

It could well strike again! Bone-weary, 

I remember dragging myself off that plane 

After a friend, upon hearing of my plight,  

Commanded me: You must come to Maui; 

People heal here! More than incredulous  

But grateful, I declined, Way too expensive 

Plus, too sick to work! yet heard her reply: 

I will find you a place; you have to come! 

 

So, I did and should have known that soft 

Summer night while slipping right to sleep, 

Rocked by mystical singing of the waves 

After months of struggle to rest back home. 

I should have known upon early waking 

To West Maui Mountains bathed in light, 

Perfect for a morning walk on shore, a goal 

Still sought but not attainable since cancer. 

And so, it went during those three months 

I stayed and returned every sweet summer 

Ready for solace from Maui’s splendor. 

 

Each year I came, still feeling the same-- 

Cynical about the island’s power to heal--  

Until one novel night when a silver sheen 

Never seen awoke me. Rushing to the lanai, 

I watched waves agleam and murmuring; 

Palm trees, fronds silver-filigreed, trunks 

Silver-plated; sand silvery but scattered 

With sterling shells; moon--large, lustrous; 

Night alight like day, night to remember 

Forever--a celestial event: moon sailing 

Closer to Mother Earth than in many years. 

 

And thus, it was, I came to believe Nature 

Can and does nurture in her healing way as  

Each visit, I place a prayer rock on the cliff. 
 

 

Judith Lyn Sutton - Campbell, CA - jlsutton46@comcast.net 

 

 



               Summer Surprise     6 

 

I wake from a restless night 

With sleep hiding behind humidity, 

Rise still drowsy with dreams, 

Step outside to ferns parched like me. 

 

A quick turn to the sprinklers  

But sudden recall of water limits, 

Then a surprise cloudburst on high 

Rejuvenates me and my green friends. 

 

Deep, I breathe in the misty air, 

My feet waking amid rivulets 

As patter massages our bodies, 

Softens our spirits in a sublime light. 

 

Now my mind fills with waterfalls 

And their refreshing pools below. 

I welcome the day ahead, visions 

Of the morning rain soothing my soul. 

 

John Swartz - Campbell, CA - johnswartz07@comcast.net 

 
 

 

 

 

The First Raspberries 

 

Daddy picked the first red raspberries 

From his backyard bush. 

I ate some 

And tasted summer’s sweetness. 

 

Carrie Hooper - Elmira, NY - hoot751@stny.rr.com 

 

 

 

If you like a poem, please let the poet know it… 

 

 

 

 

 



                            The Web of Life    7 

 

Summer sun warms us and awakens the biosphere 

In the midst of sprouting beauty, mosquitos and beetles 

   hatch and annoy us. 

Weeds sprout in our manicured lawns and gardens. 

Pests! 

We take charge. 

 

We spray our fields and towns with DDT and their 

    modern chemo cousins, like roundup. 

Soil microbes and fungi die along with the target biters 

    and weeds 

Earthworms process and concentrate the fallen poisons, 

   while working the soil. 

Birds who consume the tiny critters, convulse and fall to earth 

Other predators ingest the diseased birds and rodents, 

   destroying their delicate reproductive systems. 

Bees and butterflies diminish along with their target food chain. 

 

It doesn’t stop there. 

Runoff from sprayed areas infiltrate ground and surface waters 

   on the way to the streams 

Killings fishes and frogs and the raptors who feed on them. 

Our convenient “fixes” continue to destroy interconnected life. 

Our arrogance knows no bounds. 

 

We are part of this fragile web. 

Our food and future are inter-dependent. 

Our bodies take up these same poisons, 

   reeking havoc there as well. 

Mother Nature and our souls mourn lost diversity,  

   one we’ve taken for granted. 

When will we ever learn? 

 

Nick Della Volpe - Knoxville, TN - ndellavolpe@bellsouth.net 

   

 

Saturday sunshine 
escape to Coney Island 

hot sand in sneakers 
 

Patricia Carragon - Brooklyn, NY - pcarragon@gmail.com 
 

 

mailto:ndellavolpe@bellsouth.net
mailto:pcarragon@gmail.com


        Summer, a Season of Nurture    8 

 

Through my curtained windows at dawn, 

summer’s light slants bright and warm. 

It nudges me to arise from bed and join  

in a dance over fields and through the orchard trees. 

I find the grass still wet with diamonds of dew, 

adorning spider webs. The sky hued in azure shades; 

the few clouds are high cirrus; the breeze kind. 

 

The night choirs of frog and cricket song 

have rehearsed and departed.   

Wearied from their hunt, owls rest 

and night hawks sleep; their voices quiet. 

The denizens of the day revive and celebrate. 

Their trilled songs and serenades delight my ears 

as any orchestral music by Mozart or Dvorak. 

   

Nature through summer has nurtured and tended me, 

along with the creatures of the field and woods, 

but I must remember my part is not to change or destroy 

what she has wrought. 

 

If I decide to curtail the yellow buttercup or pink clover 

that the bee adores in favor of an emerald sod lawn 

there would be less of bees to pollinate apple and plum trees.  

 

If I rid my garden of all the gnats and flies, 

the swallows would have less to feed their young, 

and sometime later, the insects would return 

myriad-fold to overrun my garden.  

 

Every time, I would make a change or rid myself 

of a creature or plant unwanted,  

summer’s hand might be stayed, my benefits short lived. 

It would be as if I pulled a thread out of a tapestry 

if the hue’s thread was not to my liking. 

As I rid the unwanted hue, the tapestry might unravel. 

I would be left bereft for the nurture of my being. 

 

Wendy N. Bell - Edgewood, WA - wendynbell@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

 



 Osprey Sky High       9 

 

hinged-wing glider 

scours in decorous 

sharp eyed gyres 

divines sans shadow 

schools of scaled scup 

darting at depths 

murky to plumb  

 

a gathering up  

wings furled close 

streamlined to plunge 

briefly freeze framed 

sudden cant bayward 

compulsion to dive  

in mindless descent 

lustful of fish  

 

spray white spume 

opalescence of spearing 

seized in talons  

a fathom below  

ruckus of wing beat 

commotion of brine  

wings spanned wide  

racking thin air  

 

weighty path airborne  

struggling with prey  

dragged from the tide  

upwards to blue  

reflection of sunlight  

glitter of scales  

skims the steep bluff  

fading from view. 

 

Peter Leverich - Manhasset, NY - peterl@techsoftware.com 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                    Possum Pantoum             10 

 

A strange little animal, white, trimmed in black. 

It’s a marsupial mother, babies on her back. 

An odd sight indeed--five babies in a rack. 

A cute way to carry, neat way to keep track. 

 

It’s a marsupial mother, babies on her back. 

She takes a long time just crossing the road. 

A cute way to carry, neat way to keep track. 

If you see one ahead, brake and move slow. 

 

She takes a long time just crossing the road. 

A long ugly tail and long ugly nose. 

If you see one ahead, brake and move slow. 

Has a unique way to defend an attack. 

 

A long ugly tail and long ugly nose. 

But for caring for young she should get a red rose. 

Has a unique way to defend an attack. 

Her name synonymous with a play-dead act. 

 

But for caring for young she should get a red rose. 

An odd sight indeed--five babies in a rack. 

Her name synonymous with a play-dead act. 

A strange little animal, white, trimmed in black. 

 

Wesley D. Sims - Oak Ridge, TN - wes4words@att.net     

 

 

June Moon 

 

Last evening a pale pink moon 

hung breathless over the sea. 

Night whispered, drawing 

the luminous wheel upward, 

far above hypnotic waves gliding 

back and forth with the wet sand 

like lovers, unabashed 

by the transparency 

of themselves. 

 

Lynn Palumbo - Knoxville, TN - lynnpsychotherapist@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:wes4words@att.net
mailto:lynnpsychotherapist@gmail.com


                  Wrens feeding Nestlings                                    11 

 

Wrens busy as honeybees making sorties  

Zip out to the bug store every few seconds  

Buzz back to their gourd house, bugs in their beaks 

To feed hungry nestlings bottled up inside 

 

Zip out to the bug store every few seconds  

Like brown and gray airplanes running a shuttle 

To feed hungry nestlings bottled up inside 

Quickly diving in to drop their payloads 

 

Like brown and gray airplanes running a shuttle 

To let cheeping babies fill cavernous stomachs 

Quickly diving in to drop their payloads 

Their yellow rimmed mouths scream more, more. 

 

To let cheeping babies fill cavernous stomachs 

Buzz back to their gourd house, bugs in their beaks 

Their yellow rimmed mouths scream more, more. 

Wrens busy as honeybees making sorties. 

 

Wesley D. Sims - Oak Ridge, TN - wes4words@att.net 

 

 

                   La Nina Summer  

 

Exhaling tears from the weepy eyed sky we  

awaited spring’s surrender to summer which  

La Nina had harnessed, keeping sunny days  

at bay. Picnics were thwarted, weddings were  

brought inside, boaters, campers and hikers  

remained tent bound. Haboos, hurricanes  

and tornadoes thrived. Like a lover, who never  

came to our opened door, we stood in anxious  

anticipation to let summer in--all to no avail.  

Little did we understand La Nina must nibble  

at our joys for summer in recompense for  

our blatant mutiny against our commander-- 

Mother Nature--who was retaliating with the  

best tool she had.  

 

Julie Caulfield - Beaverton, OR - juliecaulfield@netzero.net  

 

 

mailto:wes4words@att.net


       Bird’s Eye View                12 

 

Morning river walk,                                                                                                                                                      

mica shavings in 

road,                                                                                                                                          

glittering flecks of light                                                                                                                                            

sparkling like stardust.                                                                                                                                              

Salsa sunrise on water                                                                                                                                            

reflection melts like butter                                                                                                                                            

on toast with cinnamon and sugar                                                                                                                        

reminding me of shimmering                                                                                                                                        

sea salt pink sand.                                                                                                                                      

Rose bushes 

blossom                                                                                                                                                         

along front of house                                                                                                                                                         

their pink mouths opening,                                                                                                                                         

like baby robins awaiting a meal.                                                                                                                                  

Seagulls squawk,                                                                                                                                                    

sparrows chitter chatter in bushes.                                                                                                                          

Finches flit on feeders                                                                                                                                          

hanging from a white birch.                                                                                                                                             

Bird bath splashing,                                                                                                                                                   

many birds bouncing                                                                                                                                                    

from branch to branch                                                                                                                                                       

I enjoy their freedom of flight,                                                                                                                                 

viewing life from their perspective. 

 

Rosemary Marshall Staples - Eliot, ME - roeystaples@netzero.net 

 

 

A Walk by the Harbor 

(Gloucester, Massachusetts) 

 

A patch of sunflowers peek 

thru a discarded lobster pot. 

Old stone walls protect an older cemetery 

by water that never stops lapping at the shore, 

while kids sitting on sun-warmed rocks 

fish with homemade poles as 

the water ebbs and flows. 

 

Kathleen Schrum - Spokane, WA - Joeygsgirl@comcast.net 

 

 

 



   The Nurture of Nature               13 

 

I savor nature in summer. 

    Mobility limitations 

prevent visits to sanctuaries 

    that cool and refresh me. 

I long to revisit these 

    gifts of nature. 

Pleasure can be taken 

    by reliving these memories. 

 

Peaceful, quiet strolling in a cool 

    shaded redwood grove, 

lush with green lacy ferns, 

    gives me refuge 

from hot summer days. 

    I marvel at these stately, 

stalwart trees reaching upward. 

    I sense their wisdom, 

these elders of the forest. 

    It’s time for appreciation 

of rich woody scents, 

    stillness that abounds. 

 

I seek exhilarating hiking trails. 

    Narrow paths dotted 

with delicate wildflowers 

    display a rainbow of hues. 

An occasional butterfly or bee 

    flits from blossom to blossom. 

A cool rippling stream or alpine lake 

    invites me to dangle my toes. 

Sitting on a smooth granite rock 

    gives me rest from rigorous hiking. 

A slinking snake or sunning lizard 

    can be seen along the trail. 

Deer may be grazing 

    or gracefully sprinting 

through thickets or brush. 

    Nature is a mantra easing my mind, 

A tabernacle the nurtures 

    my spiritual being. 

 

Jane Russell - Pittsburg, CA - jrusle@yahoo.com 

 



              In Subtext               14

  

A botanist sees the beauty 

in a preponderance 

of yellow pressed against violet 

in a field. Her professor says 

she ought to be an artist. 

He tells her to avoid 

calling each plant by name, 

and make each a subject 

so, it can be measured. 

The instructor says 

call each plant “it” 

or by species name. 

She says that she 

can feel each one’s pain. 

Yet unobserved bees outdoors 

attracted by the colors 

pollinate more. 

A field in bloom 

reaches for the sun. 

Moss without name 

clings to rock 

and in time 

turns it to sand 

without notice, 

un-hypothesized. 

Yet the student 

asks for a kinder world, 

a deeper level of understanding 

of life objectified and charted. 

Each weekend she stands barefoot 

by a field of clover, she holds dear, 

as a breeze speaks to her, 

a whisper, a soft cry 

a greater calling, she hears. 

 

Mike Bayles - Davenport, IA - bayles.mike558@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:bayles.mike558@gmail.com


           Over The Eelgrass               15 

 

On a lark, her kayak  

shoots through the shallows  

of black water into the belly 

of the bay like a torpedo. 

She paddles through the chop, over  

swaying eelgrass, through wayward 

kelp. In a lull, she lets the wind 

tilt her, not letting the ocean  

matter. 

 

She sees the harbor seal thirty feet away. 

It stares at her with button black eyes. 

Its head is grey. 

With bent neck, it barks like  

a schnauzer. Two more pop up,  

and quickly there’s a chorus. 

They look at her with curiosity. 

She can smell them, a mix of  

old tuna and unwashed dog. 

She enjoys the concert. 

Then they disappear beneath a wave.  

 

She drifts towards the flashing red buoy, 

toward shore along with a driftwood log. 

Sunset is quick as a shark grabbing 

a seal for dinner. 

Lingering cumulus steer 

toward the ocean like galleons. 

I can almost hear the crew. 

 

David Blackey - La Crosse, WI - funkyjubu@yahoo.com 

 

Natural Cooperation 

 

A family of loons 

Teaches a mallard duck 

To dive for food 

While the duck teaches the loons 

To hunt for insects on the water. 

The loons and duck live 

The meaning of cooperation. 

 
Carrie Hooper - Elmira, NY - hoot751@stny.rr.com 



      Bee-annity for Humanity              16

  

Officially summer  

yet no bee sightings 

in the backyard that’s 

unfurled a canopy  

of green, while  

branches bead with  

mulberry buds. Fringy ash 

twigs parachute pollen.  

I worry. 

 

The rotting stump serves 

a crockery plate, brimming 

with sugared water, river-smoothed stones 

and invitation, an amateur’s bid  

for winged arrivals, drink 

and rest for native’s revival.   

yet, not even a daily refresh  

lures the micro-aviators 

I seek. 

 

Then a find in nature research: 

Build a bee block or 

a sheltering nest, 

a warren of cavities. 

Take on a hole-y project.  

Drill tunnels into a block 

of wood to different depths, 

a thrilling DIY task  

I procure, prepare. 

 

Choosing assorted bits,  

high-speed setting, my brow furrows.   

boring in burrows of varied widths,  

smooth interiors for gossamer wings.  

Though imperfect, a minor miracle 

emerges, drilled, and roofed by earnest hand, 

to become a habitat of apiology 

for bee-anity, under oaken arms. 

With hope, I wait. 

 

Judith Youngers - Comfort, TX - Judiswording@gmail.com 

 

 



    Earth Balm:  A Nourishing Prescription            17

  

Brush blue-green rosemary, release its needles’ oil. 

Drink a draught of morning air 

to brace for another summer day 

in weeks marked by numbers  

that make you shudder and numb. 

 

Skirt the yard’s damp marsh, 

never contoured quite right. 

Sniff the sponge of mulch, 

tincture of tannin oozing 

from waterlogged bark. 

 

Soothe yourself with a basil rub, a nose 

of rosewater from blooming climbers 

on the slumping fence; draw in 

spicy spires of chives, garlicky clumps 

thick with juicy spikes wildly green. 

 

Thrust a fork deep into the molder 

of compost, heavy after days of downpour, 

uplifting now, as you heft dark clods, 

quivering with veins 

of rosy earthworms. 

 

Celebrate this renewing world. 

Fear not these droplets of dew. 

Yes, you may thrive to harvest 

a someday bounty that helps 

you remember life carries on. 

 

For now, it’s enough to step 

into this garden space, abuzz 

with wings, budding, and birdsong, 

no thought of gleaning in distant days 

nor remembrance of days before. 

 

Today your muddy footprints matter.   

 

Judith Youngers - Comfort, TX - Judiswording@gmail.com 

 

 

                 

 

mailto:Judiswording@gmail.com


                         Friends               18

  

A solitary walk in the woodlands evokes 

peace within, but I’m not alone. 

There are friends that emerge from nowhere, 

friends that inspire tranquility. 

The box turtle 

who may live past a hundred years 

reverts inwardly to escape predators, 

wanders slowly with a curious mind. 

The whiskered cottontail 

with pert antenna ears senses the proximity 

of danger, teasing, before scampering 

under shrubs into the thicket of brambles. 

The owl 

a wise protector perched steady on a dwarfed  

pine tree, often unnoticed, allows  

nothing to escape its wide-eyed attention. 

There’s something safe about its yellow-eyed blink. 

There’s something sagacious about voiceless friends. 

There’s someplace better than being alone. 

 

 

                Loggerhead’s Love 

 

Any loggerhead can swim saltwater seas, 

once the hatchling flees floating mats 

of sargassum algae, 

shared with aphids and leaf hoppers. 

Any loggerhead can feed off bottom dwellers, 

sand dollars or starfish, with powerful jaws, 

while paddling away 

from entrapment in fishing trawls. 

But there’s only one I know to arrive 

ashore on Jekyll island, nurtured to health, 

placed on the shoreline to return to its home 

and make no attempt to flutter its claws. 

And, at second chance, released into shallow  

waters, create a whirlpool around rescuers. 

And, at the third try, released from a rowboat, 

lowered into the deep, finally swimming away 

into its natural habitat before unexpectedly 

riding the waves back to sands of Jekyll Island. 

 

Robert Savino - West Islip, NY - dynsus@aol.com 

mailto:dynsus@aol.com


       Shore Day                19 

 

Daybreak-- 

all shiny and clean-- 

a just painted picture, 

the paint still wet. 

Lean out the window. 

Inhale balmy air. 

Blue and white ribbons  

of waves beckon. 

 

Time to don straw hat, 

tote beach chair, book, 

thermos of iced tea. 

Sip. Read. Doze. 

Let sand trickle through fingers. 

 

When the only sun left 

is a rosy strip of sky 

on the horizon, 

return to windows awash 

in pink and gold. 

 

Tonight,  

let the full moon 

pour its mystic light 

into the wineglass  

of your dreams. 

 

Katherine A. Hogan - Forest Hills, NY - ednastv@aol.com 

 

                                      

Quiet Afternoon 

 

Whispers of Summer-- 

pollen puffing soft from pods, 

warming mulberries 

risking clouds of yellow dust 

into blue sky and future 

 

(Previously published in Brevities) 

 

Greg Gregory - Antelope, CA - greggkg@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:greggkg@gmail.com


                                      Summertime              20 

 

I sit on my patio with pen and paper, but no words come to me. 

I have thoughts and feelings but no descriptions. 

Sighing, I stretch, relaxing in my chair. 

The joyful song of a robin is heard. 

I can almost hear the trees growing after 2 inches of rain. 

The buds and leaves swell to unfurl Mother Nature’s handiwork. 

Bees hover over the lilac bush. 

Tree frogs call for mates. 

The sounds harmonize to celebrate this moment. 

Putting down my pen and rising from my chair. 

This moment will never come again, 

                               I roll down the grassy slope 

                                                                             in jubilation. 

 

Carol Farnsworth - Ada, MI - carolfarn@aol.com 

 

 

                      My Summer Garden 

 

Where squirrels nibble marigolds and succulent  

Mohave-red portulaca, as new-green shoots uncoil  

among retired sword ferns and scented bronze 

and blue-sapphire pansies’ lyric faces; 

 

where scarlet runner bean tendrils climb  

the bamboo trellis, and honeybees abandon  

tiny chocolate and lemon mint blossoms 

to explore a fire engine red hummingbird feeder; 

 

where juncos sample heart-shaped Bergenia rosettes  

along the garden border, and a Steller’s jay hides a green  

hazelnut in the woodpile, while squirrels frolic, leap  

and spin crazily in fresh compost, as if in a catnip bed. 

 

Pinwheels spinning, bumblebees humming,  

young robins bathing, tree pollen drifting,  

east wind lifting heart-shaped leaves through  

light and shadow -- welcome to my summer garden. 

 

Daphne Clifton - Portland, OR - daphneclifton@gmail.com 

 

 

 



                     Avian Soliloquy on the Deschutes            21

  

A slight breeze tousles soft green needles of lodgepole pines,  

fluffs flight feathers of marsh wrens singing among cattails,  

as red-winged blackbirds trill and conk-la-ree nearby. 

 

Across the river a great horned owl rests in the oldest cottonwood. 

His sensitive ears hear a downy woodpecker drumming, a flicker’s  

rolling rattle, the barks and cackles of Canada geese, and the 

croaks, purrs, clucks, and growls of nesting Pacific loons. 

 

But he filters all of that out, and when he hears the rustling of mice  

and voles, his wide wings lift, and he floats down into tall grass,  

and edges closer to secret burrows that he’s visited before,   

until only his ‘great horn’ feather tufts peek out to give him away. 

 

After a snack, and perhaps a bullfrog or two, he moves on to  

an old stump to watch for his second course, until another owl  

interrupts his concentration as she lands in the old cottonwood, 

and he eagerly joins her there. From your vantage point across  

 

the river, they resemble two giant cats with fluffy gray feathers,  

and they remain motionless until it’s too dark to see, but who 

knows the secrets of an owl’s heart? Acrobatic antics of swallows 

and swifts accompany your walk back to the cabin, as you listen 

for the owls’ duet:  

hoo-h’HOO-hoo-hoo, hoo-h’HOO-hoo-hoo, hoo-h’HOO-hoo-hoo. 

 

Daphne Clifton - Portland, OR - daphneclifton@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Summer Peace 

 

A breeze brushes 

aside the pale green 

strands of willow leaves, 

where beneath 

a stream flows, soft and calm, 

golden minnows glide, 

and long grasses wave 

in the smooth clear water. 

 

Emily Harel - Becket, MA - emilyharel@gmail.com 

 

mailto:emilyharel@gmail.com
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Small black dots move across 

a square of my tile flooring. 

I watch these minute onyx beads 

maneuver around obstacles 

while maintaining their order 

as if assigned places alphabetically. 

Tiny as the head of a pin, they climb 

up cabinets, arrive on counters, 

lifting crumbs from bread and muffins 

like weights at the local gym. 

After a detour around a chandelier, 

a party descends from the ceiling 

repelling down walls like sherpas, 

the scent of food overwhelming. 

Troubadours abandon their marble 

balcony, a veined cake pedestal 

on the kitchen table, favoring 

a spot of coagulated jelly. 

And like words in sentences 

too small to read, they keep coming, 

paragraph after paragraph. 

 

 

Migrant Flowers 

 

I keep room in my heart for the unexpected, 

like flowers, hiding under carefully trimmed 

and pruned bushes, shyly growing. 

Spread from seeds carried by wind. 

 

They have lifted off their sleepy covers, 

stretched leafy petals, vertebral stems. 

Some may view them as intruders, 

uninvited guests. But for me, 

an improvement to my garden. 

Perhaps, I shall love them best. 

 

Lynne D. Soulagnet - Medford, NY - 

LynneSoulagnet@yahoo.com 

 
 

If you like a poem, please let the poet know it… 
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Memories of Amanda  

return when I am tending 

my flower gardens. 

Amanda planted peonies 

during the Great Depression of 1929. 

Nearly a century ago, she planted 

besides her newly built home 

on the ridge  

near the old iron bridge. 

 

Delicate rosy petals whisper  

like a deep pink waterfall 

translucent petals blooming  

growing and glowing 

with cerise centers 

rounded like snowballs. 

(Boule de Neige) 

 

I visualize Amanda’s hands 

pulling weeds and raking the soil  

as she nourishes her perennial plot 

that I inherited  

when I purchased her house 

over a half-a-century later. 

I celebrate Amanda’s  

Victorian heirloom plants 

And witness the process of rebirth 

Along my sidewalk each year. 

  

Vintage Peonies are aromatic,  

sweet-scented -- refreshed with morning dew. 

They persist over time like 

old and precious friendships, 

renewing each year. 

Amanda’s prolific flowers 

continue to multiply in my early summer garden. 

Old fashioned peonies are reminders  

of calm days in the garden 

where we find a relaxed pace in life.  

 

Lynda McKinney Lambert - Ellwood City, PA - 

riverwoman@zoominternet.net 
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Walking on the beach,  

Sand hot beneath my feet.  

It’s itchy, it sticks to me. 

I lift one foot and brush it off. 

Some good that does! 

I put my foot down and keep walking. 

I’m looking for a place to spread my blanket. 

A lot of people enjoying the sand, sun and surf. 

I find a spot and drop down on my knees. 

Now I have sand on my legs. 

I brush it off when I’m on my blanket. 

The sun scorches my skin and I can’t stay still. 

I get up and jog down to the water’s edge. 

I sit on the sodden earth. 

I’m covered with sand now, but I’ll wash it off later. 

I stretch my legs out and let the water lap over them.  

Feels nice, cool. 

I look out toward the water.  

Two boys are in a raft bobbing up and down, 

they’re having fun. 

To my right, two little girls are building a sandcastle. 

They’ve dug a moat around it. 

When the water laps up, the moat fills. 

When it recedes, it takes part of the castle with it.   

The girls don’t seem to notice. 

The same is happening to me. 

As the water recedes, it takes sand from under me.  

I’m sinking and sliding further into the ocean. 

I’ll let myself drift for a while and ride the waves,  

then I’ll stand up. 

I’ll know when it’s time to get out of the water. 

For now, I’m relaxed and enjoying the summer fun. 

 

Trish Hubschman - Easton, PA - plutzhub@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



            Full Moon Hike on the Pacific Crest Trail           25

  

That brilliant, clear, star-studded summer night, 

over seventy people came from miles around, 

some with children and dogs, all welcome, 

wearing hiking boots, backpacks, and carrying lit flashlights, 

for the one-mile full moon hike 

on the well-trod, narrow, Pacific Crest Trail. 

  

Ascending from Grassy Hollow, 

at 7,300 feet elevation in the San Gabriel Mountains, 

aromatic Jeffrey Pines and Firs accompany us 

as the full moon rises, time and time again. 

Looking fore and aft, a luminous river of 

will-o’-the-wisp undulates around switchbacks 

unveiling stunning views of Mt. Baden-Powell, at 9,399 feet 

and Mt. San Antonio at 10,066 feet, in sharp contrast to 

the wide-open vista of the Mojave Desert floor to the North. 

Another switchback reveals sweeping panoramas 

of the San Gabriel Valley, some with rolling hills. 

  

Rounding another switchback we gasp, then fall silent, 

as the full moon illuminates the Pacific Ocean 

rhythmically dancing fifty miles in the distance. 

  

“We have hikes like this in Mexico, except we use candles,” 

one man told me, putting his arms around his two sons. 

“I treasured them. My whole village would walk. 

But my two sons will never be able to go on such a hike. 

We drove up from San Diego County, near the border, 

to let them be part of this sacred time.” 

  

In communion with all elements 

we emerged from an unforgettable 

soul-nurturing, transcendent experience. 

  

©Joan/MJ Koerper - Wrightwood, CA - koerper@aol.com 

 

 

sitting in shadow 

of the tall, massive oak tree, 

a wren serenades 

 

Charles Portolano - Fountain Hills, AZ - cportolano@hotmail.com 
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Tomatoes growing fat 

Jet Stars and Celebrities 

yellow pear and bunch cherries 

okra pods pointing skyward 

cantaloupes rounding beneath 

green umbrella leaves 

 

circlets of zinnias like streamers  

around a Maypole ring the birdbath 

while multi-colored four o’clocks 

keep time dancing in the drops 

of a mid-day shower that sends 

barn cats into a tentative truce:  

the marmalade cat in the truck bed 

another on the cab, the tortoiseshell 

atop the car, dozing all, yet one eye 

slit to watch the others 

 

wind rocks the Oriole’s cradle 

swinging in the ash tree  

rain setting toads to sing  

from damp corners 

while in the fields corn tassels 

leaves lifting to receive the drops 

that will run down stalks runnels 

funneling moisture to swell 

fat kernels for sampling tonight 

by coon and deer milk dripping  

down rubbery lips and dark eyes 

nature’s own nurturing to achieve 

each creature’s happy satisfaction. 

 

Pat Anthony - Fontana, KS - metpvan@gmail.com 

 

 

scattered clouds 

getting hotter through the day-- 

smoke’s been blown away 

 

Jack Maze - Vancouver, B. C., Canada - erry@shaw.ca 

 

                

 

mailto:metpvan@gmail.com
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Fluttering away in the breeze 

like ignored French parking tickets 

butterflies circle round and round 

their fore and hind wings fanning 

in figure eights to lift and hover 

finally lighting to feed on  

nectar rich blossoms 

 

black and orange monarchs, fritillaries, 

yellow sulfurs, white cabbage, 

summer azures, checkerspots, buckeyes 

and swallowtails: zebra, tiger and black 

with their delicate ‘tails’ on hind wings 

all dancing in the shimmering heat 

of a July afternoon only stopping 

now and then to sip moisture from 

birdbath’s edge pebbled concrete 

holding warm water rimmed by 

their favorite zinnias and coneflowers, 

salvias and daisies, early asters 

 

what Robert Frost called ‘flying flowers’ 

grace garden and field with their vivid color 

pollinating as they seek life sustaining nectar 

veined wings often decorated with eye spots 

wings attached to slender bodies holding six legs 

leading into tiny feet able to taste the best 

flowers holding narrow tubes of nectar 

to be sipped with each tiny proboscis 

coiled and uncoiled like a fine watch spring 

their lidless compound eyes seeing UV light 

to help identify colorful arrays of friendly plants 

folded wings and camouflage their best defense 

 

so, grab a guidebook and a sturdy pair 

of hiking boots and take to a meadow or roadside 

where runoff keeps the ground moist and weeds lush 

visit stands of milkweed and asters, field daisies 

and July daylilies to find these gentle gems 

and begin to revel in the diversity of our planet and 

become even a better friend to the butterflies! 

 

Pat Anthony - Fontana, KS - metpvan@gmail.com 
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Wild grapes,  

hanging heavy from  

ancient, twisted vines,  

gleam ripe above  

shaded, concealing 

grass. 

 

With purple-stained hands, 

we clutch our buckets 

and circle beneath 

plump globes of 

ripened fruit. 

 

Unaware of rusted coils 

of jagged wire hidden 

in the cloaking grass, 

we blithely swing past 

listing fenceposts. 

 

And first Jennie, 

and then I, 

trigger a rusting strand 

of treacherous wire, 

which springs upward  

to gouge furrows 

along unprotected  

legs, 

  

leaving scars  

and memories 

of sun-filled days 

while picking  

wild fruit. 

 

Vaughn Neeld - Cañon City, CO - vaughnneeld@hotmail.com 
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Paw-Paw’s garden--a work of art--had rows  

as straight as the string he tied between the  

sticks pounded into the loamy soil.  

Shallow ditches separated the rows, and 

when he placed a garden hose at one end  

of a row and turned on the faucet,  

a slow trickle of water wound through the rows.  

 

Some rows contained potatoes,  

which retained their earthy smell well into the winter  

when we pulled them from beneath our tarpaper shack.  

Tomatoes, round and rich, sometimes burst with  

their self-importance. Onions, when left too long,  

sprouted bejeweled crowns adorned with onion pearls.  

There were green beans, string beans, snap beans, pinto beans,  

and, of course, black-eyed peas. Corn grew at one end  

next to tall stalks of okra, which lorded it over  

a tangle of cantaloupe and watermelon vines. 

  

More wonderful than all these, however, was the row  

of “cock's comb,” their velvety top-knots  

curled into wavy ridges of brilliant ruby-colored mystery,  

all showy extravagance, good for nothing.  

 

Paw-Paw loved those flowers.  

His had been a meager existence--a life of poverty-- 

yet his garden provided food,  

simple, hearty, down-to-earth food-- 

 

with a splash of ruby-red velvet in which to exalt. 

 

Vaughn Neeld - Cañon City, CO - vaughnneeld@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

conifers forest 

covers the mountain side green-- 

we trek to summit 

 

Charles Portolano - Fountain Hills, AZ - cportolano@hotmail.com 

 

 



             Summer River Song              30

  

Lazy river roaming 

through sultry starlit night,  

In early summer gloaming, 

a ribbon of shimmering moonlight. 

 

Across the river in forest womb, 

a whippoorwill sings his dulcet tune 

to the pale floating summer moon. 

 

The gentle moan of a mourning dove 

ghosts its way out of shadowed woods 

and slides smoothly within the river’s mist. 

 

Then softly passes by and sails away. 

 

From hundreds of arboreal seats 

tree frogs watch and ardently cheep. 

Their surrounding chorus embraces me, 

lost in their torrid nightly spree. 

 

Sitting on a high rocky bank, 

I’m balanced on the bonny brink, 

 

finding myself in water flow. 

I watch my sacred soul slip free. 

 

Leonard Tuchyner - Barboursville, VA - tuchyner5@aol.com 

 

 

Roses on the Fence 

 

Roses on the garden fence, 

Tender grass below. 

Violets swaying in the breeze, 

With their vibrant glow, 

Sunlight as it shimmers 

Through the leaves 

Of all the trees 

These are sights of summertime 

Which leave warm memories 

 

Lorna Volk - Cincinnati, OH - cportolano@hotmail.com 
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An old wooden dinghy rocks 

beside a barnacled wharf, 

within a sheltering cove. 

Three whitewashed dockside buildings 

line a peaceful empty shore, 

reflect clear bright sunlit sky. 

Enigmatic window eyes 

shine out from the shoreline edge, 

where lapping water cuddles 

with warm, soft, sandy land. 

  

Seagulls glide on lazy air, 

bellies white, wings of silver grey, 

a gentle village in the sky, 

calling, cawing happy talk. 

  

Languid breaches in the bay, 

pods of porpoise idle by, 

pelican perched on channel sign, 

fishermen siesta time. 

Wafts of gentle breeze breathe by. 

Tide suspended in space and time. 

World exhales contented sighs. 

 

Leonard Tuchyner - Barboursville, VA - tuchyner5@aol.com 

 

 

 

Midsummer Night 

 

Air warms, 

our tongues moisten 

scents curl like cats. 

Walking the quiet park 

we inhale honeysuckle, 

summer stars. 

 

(Previously published in Brevities) 

 

Greg Gregory - Antelope, CA - greggkg@gmail.com 

 

 

                   

mailto:greggkg@gmail.com
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Good to be concerned about mercury levels 

in seafood that swims across our table.                                                                                                                                              

But we came from the ocean; 

sometimes it snatches us back-- 

in a perfect storm or tsunami 

triggered by an earthquake-- 

like in Fukushima, Japan, 2011; 

18,500 souls taken in its wake. 

Now, onto more important things, 

like what are we gonna do                                                                                                                                       

with all the garbage we make?! 

 

Dump that garbage in the sea! 

Oceans are wide and deep and sharks are mean. 

They don’t care about “green.” Do they even know 

that shark jawbones and teeth are popular keepsakes, 

that shark steaks are yummy, and fins are pricey and prized? 

Not to mention, sharks could use a positive spin 

away from that Jaws-movie-bad-reputation. 

Beware of these daunting denizens -- Great Whites,                                                                                                                                 

and Bull Sharks even deadlier -- beware. 

 

And be a-ware they are in danger of extinction. 

And let’s not forget another strongly perceived threat                                                                                                                              

of death to humankind; one larger in size, and demonized 

by the association of ‘orca’ with ‘killer whale’. 

 

Majestic, formidable swimmers and hunters                                                                                                         

are many sharks and whales. 

Nonetheless they are in need of friends-

-                                                                                                                         

in need of human intelligence and caring-- 

if they are, indeed, to survive. 

                                                                                                                                                                            

Fred Simpson - Beacon Falls, CT - simpsonfnyc@gmail.com 
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Roots, bark, leaves  

‘til permafrost did not refreeze, 

I remember trees. 

Seen them in the movies. 

Never climbed one 

(they existed way before me).   

Nor have I sat in shade of an old oak 

or spreading chestnut, my back against its 

trunk,                                                                                                                                           

cradling (O, idyllic scene) what was called a ‘book’.                                                                                                                                                   

Though I do access poetry on current media devices                                                                                                                           

and have gleaned a sense of reverence 

inspired                                                                                                                                              

by those mostly tall leafy things now extinct. 

I remember trees… 

 

And birds (I can spot the real 

ones)                                                                                                                                     

now each a rara avis;                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

feathered things that used to build 

nests among tree branches.  

Valued high are the ‘natural-born’.                                                                                                                                  

They lay low in craggy rockfaces 

 and anywhere bats once thrived. 

 

Our fate lies in laboratories. 

Chemists, engineers, hold advanced degrees in god-like Creation.                                                                                                            

Re-creators of nostalgic nature, no -- they invent their own.                                                                                                        

Duplicators of natural nutritious sources (food of the field), no. 

They concoct new sustenance for our world. 

    

Open your eyes to today’s twenty-third century wonders, 

our world of science and fabrication.                                                                                                                                      

Storied beauty of old school nature -- its flora, fauna, lush vistas,                                                                                                                                                        

things ‘organic’ and of ‘Mother Earth’-- get over it! 

Roots, bark, leaves are (and soon birds will be) just memories.                                                                                                                                   

I remember trees, in my dreams. 

                                                                                         

Fred Simpson - Beacon Falls, CT - simpsonfnyc@gmail.com 
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“Life is fleeting... Make your life spectacular.” 

     Robin Williams 

  

One small flaw, a bare spot, an animal hole. 

The sandhill exposed to wind opens up   

a new raw habitat of bare sand, 

fleeting invitation to nurture 

Blowout Penstemon. 

Endangered. 

  

Choked by rivals, first blowout life is ephemeral, 

no profusion, a sprinkle of vibrant beauty. 

Hurry to grow, spread, sink roots, 

burst forth fragrance from 

multiple lavender hues. 

Endangered. 

  

Grasp life, your small moment in sand and sun, 

scatter seeds in warm welcome lairs. 

Your role is brief but indispensable. 

Hold the potting soil of life 

for just long enough 

in blowouts. 

Survive. 

  

(*Blowout Penstemon (Penstemon Haydenii) is the only federally 

endangered plant species in Nebraska.  The plants have a short 

life in blowouts (bare wind-opened areas of sand) in the stabilized 

dunes of the Nebraska Sandhills.)   

  

Kim Sosin - Omaha, NE - kim@sosin.org 

 

 

Chautauqua Afternoon 
 

The perfect day to sit on a porch, 

Eat a leisurely lunch, 

Watch boats glide on crystalline water 

While sunlight glitters in sails and trees. 

A quiet place to clear the mind 

And contemplate creation. 

 

Carrie Hooper - Elmira, NY - hoot751@stny.rr.com 

mailto:kim@sosin.org
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As roots extend from their tree, 

Poetry pours out of me. 

It flows like the ocean, 

Once the bottle is open. 

Its rhythm ebbs and flows, 

As the tide comes and goes. 

Never knowing where words will land, 

Like leaves from branches expand. 

It starts with a line, 

Intending to rhyme, 

It grows even more, 

Like trees on the forest floor. 

Trees provide shade, 

Relief from our day. 

Poetry expands our mind, 

As trees withstand time. 

 

Marlene Mesot - Axton, VA - Marl.Mesot@gmail.com 

 

           

      Summer on the Baltic Isle of Møn  

  

Morning’s breath shreds mist on ripened wheat. 

Blue punctures, gray smudges clouds, 

as breezes promise rain, stroke bristling grain, 

send golden waves away to dark green fields of beets. 

 

Sapphire head then long barred tail 

explode out of the rattled stalks on wings 

faster than a startled heart can beat. 

Damp wind whisks him away,  

absorbs the pheasant’s high hoarse cries. 

 

Rain sweeps the Baltic Sea with misty skeins. 

Into this hushed and darkened sky, a lark  

rises from the barley sea. Last rays catch wings 

that gold-stitch blackened velvet clouds, 

trilling for its brooding mate, 

louder than the sun. 

 

Finn Bille - Chattanooga, TN - znaturalist@yahoo.com 
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A cool breeze tinkles the wind-chimes 

brings the summer perfume 

of bloomerang lilacs from the garden. 

 

My new granddaughter nuzzles 

at her mother’s breast. 

My first granddaughter tickles 

her little brother and makes him giggle. 

 

My girls and I talk about the children,  

recipes, memories, their plans. 

I break green beans for our supper. 

 

Years ago on another porch, 

I was the young mother tending babies 

while we talked as Mama and Granny 

broke beans for our supper. 

  

Tears spring to my eyes 

as thoughts of past, present,  

and future collide. 

 

Tomorrow one daughter will  

fly home across the country,  

the other will go back to her  

busy life as a new mother. 

 

I cherish this daughter day, 

tuck it deep into my heart. 

When lonesome days come 

 

I’ll shake it from my memory 

like a snow globe scene, 

a reminder of our day  

together on the porch. 

 

Melanie Harless - Oak Ridge, TN - melanieharless@ymail.com 

 

 

If you like a poem, please let the poet know it… 

 

 

 



           Kayaking Down the Loxahatchee River            37

  

I’ve sailed in a canoe, encountering an alligator,  

putt putted to an island in a motorboat that saw better days,  

waded in muddy water at the edge,  

but I’ve never kayaked down the Loxahatchee River,  

nor am I likely to do so. 

 

Instead, I’ll be on my back patio at dusk,  

where a cool breeze will caress my skin,  

and chirping birds, barking dogs, and happy children’s cries  

will herald others’ enjoyment of a summer sunset.  

 

My phone will ring with a Facetime call from my brother,  

who will tell me about kayaking down the Loxahatchee River,  

and I’ll be thankful he’s safe.  

 

 

 
                               Meadowlark Lake 

 

A hot summer Saturday,  

I’m about thirteen, brother Andy seven years younger, 

we set forth in the pick-up,  

Andy and me in back, Mother and Dad in the cab,  

drive thirty miles south from Sheridan, Wyoming, to Buffalo,  

then west into the mountains,  

arrive at our destination in mid-afternoon.  

Once the truck comes to a complete stop,  

Andy leaps out.  

I, with my limited vision, wait for Dad to lower the tailgate and 

help me down. 

 

We check in, find our cabin,  

one room with three double beds and a cookstove,  

restrooms and showers in a separate facility.  

We rent a boat, row out to the middle of the lake.  

Dad and Andy try unsuccessfully to fish  

while Mother and I watch, enjoy the pristine lake’s beauty,  

blue sky, and trees,  

listen to the twitter of a meadowlark. 

 

Abbie Johnson Taylor - Sheridan, WY - 
abbietaylor945@gmail.com  

mailto:abbietaylor945@gmail.com


                          Deer in Summer             38

  

A summer shower has refreshed the grass 

on our lawn, and a dozen or so local deer 

have wandered in to taste the new green shoots 

that seem to have grown just in response to this new rain. 

  

Does, yearlings, and a buck whose stubby antlers 

are beginning to show, graze on this tasty feast 

while newborn fawns impatiently nudge their mothers 

to let them know they are ready to nurse. 

 

Satisfied, those little spotted ones, all big eyes and ears 

on march-stick legs, wander, run and jump and explore 

the moves that deer need to know for life in the suburbs. 

They splash in a puddle formed in a low place on the lawn. 

 

Suddenly all the deer turn to the puddle, become fawns again, 

running and jumping, bouncing, galloping through the water 

in that rocking four-legged gait, turning, kicking, white tail 

flashing, pausing, and then doing that all over again. 

 

I want to run out and join them. It’s been a while since 

I got my bare feet wet in summer rain. I want to run and jump 

and splash, but that would only scare the deer. Let them have 

this moment of unsought joy. My joy is watching. 

 

Richard Green - Pleasanton, TX - rc.green@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

A Walk in the Woods 

 

Scent of pine trees 

Perfumes the silence. 

Sounds of nature 

Vibrate the calmness. 

My feet sink into softness, 

Punctuated by crunch 

Of leaves and twigs. 

I traverse the essence of harmony. 

 

Carrie Hooper - Elmira, NY - hoot751@stny.rr.com 

 

              



                       The Doe                39

  

On a warm evening, walking the dog 

near the pasture, I saw an unusual event 

unfold in the distance:  

a doe and fawn, chased by a coyote;  

in an effort to keep up  

with its mother, running for her life, 

the fawn fell.  

The coyote approached the injured fawn;  

my dog, free from my grip, dashed to 

the predator, howling; the coyote fled. 

To examine the injured one, I got closer, 

and it limped away to its mom 

watching us from afar. 

When the young buck with the limp leg, 

excluded by his group, 

the doe joined him walking in the night, 

foraged together in the pasture or in my yard. 

The doe and the buck with crippled back leg 

and lovely antlers; the nightly visitors,  

now, enjoy midnight snack on 

the leaves of my apple tree. Then the buck,  

his antlers reaching for the moon, his mouth 

to the apple; an art of nature.   

As I watch them in the moonlight, in awe, 

for her motherly love, tear wells in my eyes.  

How long? She doesn’t care; just live in the 

momentary joy. But she knows instinctively  

that her care for her son in the season will pay off;  

her son is well nourished and fat for the winter.  

The night stealthily moves on, and they trot off 

into the light of dawn.   

 

Byung A. Fallgren - WY - pyogool65@gmail.com 
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            View on the side of the Road             40

  

Silver sky and the land join in the sea of smog; 

Submerged, the wind turbines wave their arms,  

Like the drowning octopuses.  

Drying lake gives her way to the green invaders,  

Like old soldiers with no weapons. 

Hope the smoke will dwindle with winter’s arrival;  

Dried lakes will begin to refill  

As the irrigation stops in October. 

In the smoke, the wind turbines point fingers,  

As we panic at the foot of crumbling hills,  

Fumbling on the sea of plans.  

They say eventually Nature replenishes what she has lost,  

But she cannot revive the perished creatures; 

Polar bears, beavers, and others may live only 

In the children’s story book.  

Mother whispers in the wind, we can do more. 

 

Byung A. Fallgren - WY - pyogool65@gmail.com  

 

 

Enjoying Summer Bounty 

 

Learning to appreciate anew 

the refreshing abundant wealth, 

 

the pleasance of greenery, 

bowers of roses on end, 

 

quivering boughs reflected in streams, 

sun hiding pebbles as precious stones, 

 

bright odorous flowerets breathe in 

to sweet, delicious, ripened fruit, 

 

illuminated beneath the touch of the green man’s 

outer miracle inspiring inner regeneration. 

 

Diane Tehrani - Portland, OR - tehranid@pdx.edu 
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                           Chatting with Sandy                           41                  

             in Our Central Wisconsin Wooded Yard 

 

Interview One 

 

LA:   Thank you for talking to me today about your fawns. 

Sandy:  Thank you for your interest. 

LA:  If you don’t mind answering this, how old are you? 

Sandy:  Two years old this spring. Last year I gave birth to one 

fawn. 

Typical for a first birth. This year, I had twins. 

LA:  Was it an easy birth with twins? 

Sandy:  I was on my side during the first part of labor. 

Then I stood up a bit, and this worked well. My fawns 

were in good health--about six pounds each at birth. 

LA:  Were they able to stand up right away? 

Sandy:  No, it took a few hours. 

LA:  Do you feed them right away? 

Sandy:  No, I lick my fawns first. I don’t want any 

predators to detect them. I did select a secluded area 

to give birth, of course. After I cleaned them, I fed them. 

They had three feedings a day for about ten weeks. 

They’re a few months old now. Sometimes they 

still want to nurse, and I gently nudge them away. 

LA:  Do you always stay together? 

Sandy:  They do follow me around. After ten days 

they are able to chew on plants. Lots of vegetation here. 

LA:  Yes, Wisconsin has an abundance of trees, 

fields, plants. Weeks ago, I saw you teaching your twins 

to run! 

Sandy:  I saw you watching me! I ran back and forth 

in your backyard. My fawns looked on. 

At first, they sort of bounced on all four feet 

as they attempted to run. They did master running. 

LA:  Yes, that was fun to watch. Thank you 

for answering my questions. 

 

Linda Aschbrenner - Marshfield, WI - 

wordzooLAschbrenner@gmail.com 
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   Sandy Discusses her Growing Fawns            42

  

Interview Two 

 

LA:  I’m eager to learn how your family is 

doing. 

Sandy:  They are growing and getting braver. 

They will stay with me through the winter, 

then my male fawn will go out on his own. 

He will find others to join, and they 

will walk around together. I can hardly even 

call my offspring fawns now anymore. 

LA:  I’m glad they are healthy. 

Sandy: We are in a good routine. 

We usually eat before dawn, and then again 

near dusk. We have time to rest during the day. 

LA:  Is your life free of worry? 

Sandy:  If we live in certain areas, we feel safe. 

But in the fall, there is a time when deer are hunted. 

I fear for my family. 

LA:  Yes, hunting has been a tradition in this country,  

including Wisconsin. 

The deer hunting season goes from October to December, 

with certain days in each month devoted to a particular 

type of hunting. Some people are opposed to hunting. 

Others say it’s a way to control the population growth. 

Sandy:  A few deer do get to live to old age, 

but many die during that shooting time. 

But, it is summer, and I have my young ones 

to take care of.  I’m grateful to have 

family and a place to live. And now, it’s nap time 

and I must leave. 

LA:  Good-bye for now. I’m sure I’ll see you 

and your young ones frequently this summer and fall. 

I wish you long lives. 

 

Linda Aschbrenner - Marshfield, WI - 

wordzooLAschbrenner@gmail.com 
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My daughter and I planted 

three mounds of corn and 

“some pink flowers” because 

she liked corn and pink. 

  

We cleared a small garden patch, 

hoed it and added some potting soil 

to encourage growth. 

She carefully placed 4 corn kernels 

in each small mound she created. 

Then we planted pink flower seeds 

around the border and watered 

the seeds.  

  

It took a long time, but she did eat 

the corn and pick the flowers. 

  

She announced she wanted a cat, 

a small one, a pretty kitten. 

I said she had to take care of it. 

We drove to the shelter. 

I watched her stroll from cage to cage 

surveying her options. 

She stopped at a cage where five 

black and white kittens were 

playing, tumbling over one another. 

One stopped, looked her way, 

and toddled over to the gate. 

They played paw to fingers for a 

few minutes before she asked if she 

could hold her. 

  

Asked why she picked that kitten 

she responded “because it likes me too”. 

She took care of Buttons for years. 

  

As an adult she loves gardening, 

had many pets and two great children. 

I think I helped a little bit, 

just planting seeds. 

  

Elda Lepak - Hendersonville, NC - elphotopoet@gmail.com 
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I watch the bumble bee 

flit down each flowered row. 

He hums his favorite song, 

a buzz both loud and low. 

  

He drinks the nectar from the bloom 

and gathers the powdery pollen. 

Little does he know that he 

is pollinating the garden. 

  

His nest is hidden underground-- 

it’s shared with many mates. 

It’s best you don’t disturb him there 

as stings may be your fate. 

  

Elda Lepak - Hendersonville, NC - elphotopoet@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Raccoon Ruckus 

 

Summer sizzles 

as grills heat up 

in backyards 

sending scents 

sailing over fences. 

Raccoon looters find 

it more profitable 

to sneak up on 

my sister’s deck, 

grab vegetables, 

and create mayhem 

by knocking over 

innocent statues. 

Mew!  Inside a glass 

door three cats 

stare in sea-green 

wide-eyed wonder. 

 

Sara McNulty - Staten Island, NY - sablonde49purple@gmail.com 
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Tallest of mammals 

sports a short, stiff 

mane-giraffe mohawk. 

Their blue/black 

tongue extends to 

twenty inches, affording 

them easy access 

to high treetops.  You 

may see them munching 

on acacia, shrubs, fruit 

or flowers.   Standing 

for long spans, they 

require little sleep. 

 

Giraffe babies will stand 

one half hour after birth. 

Young ones need to be 

on the alert for lions, 

hyenas, and leopards, 

all roaming the earth. 

 

Each giraffe’s puzzle patch 

skin pattern is unique.  Peaceful, 

and sociable, they 

gather in groups, from 

which you might hear 

noises like flutes. 

 

With the dearth of habitat 

worsening, the giraffe 

population is declining. 

I would miss them. 

 

Sara McNulty - Staten Island, NY - sablonde49purple@gmail.com 

 

 

waning and waxing, 

the moon’s pushing and pulling-- 

rhythmic, crashing waves 

 

Charles Portolano - Fountain Hills, AZ - cportolano@hotmail.com 
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A gentle wind blows across 

the surface of a puddle  

left by a summer downpour  

birds huddle along the border  

Cautiously,  

tall-legged gulls test the water  

others submerge  

wait and observe.  

In this communal space they splash  

No togas from baths of old  

but feathered capes  

that fluff and fold.  

In a flash,  

a large dark crow  

pounces  

startles all to scatter and fly.  

 

D. Cinquemani - Central Islip, NY - dcinquemani@optonline.net  

 

 

Resonance 

 

In a grove 

of black willows 

in a sedge- 

shadowed pond, 

something 

has struck 

the tuning fork 

of the marrow 

of the Earth. 

Rumble of bullfrogs 

bellying upwards, 

ripples the water; 

you can feel it 

on your skin. 

Frisson of molecules 

tearing down borders, 

Earth sends forth 

Her prayer. 

 

Jackie Fellague - Torrance, CA - cportolano@hotmail.com 
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I watched the group of turtles  

swimming in the still, mossy  

water close to the shore, arrive  

on the partially sunken logs,  

basking in the humid, foggy summer  

day, lined up next to each other,  

wide ones, medium shells and the  

young, struggling to stay on the  

slimy bark, to be suddenly scattered,  

plopping into the dark green, murky  

water, the great blue heron grabbing  

one of the small ones. I watched  

as he arose inflight the turtle dangling  

from his long, sword-like bill,  

wriggling, trying to escape to no avail,  

the heron landed on the sandy bank  

quickly devouring, gulping down the  

turtle as the line of turtles quickly  

climbed back on the logs watching,  

almost challenging the huge bird,  

enjoying the rising sun’s rays, I saw  

another heron dive into the water,  

the turtles now submerged again, standing  

on one skinny leg, waiting, none came  

up again. I watched as the heron gave up  

and flew away, the turtles lined up again,  

on the sunny logs, they enjoy, again, their nap.  

 

Dianna Walston - Kokomo, IN - cportolano@hotmail.com 

 

 

Our Only Home 

 

I remember as a child 

My parents telling me 

About our planet 

That was so beautiful and lush 

With fertile land 

As far as you could see 

With massive oceans and mountains 

It was paradise 

 

Harry Villone - Levittown, NY - hvillone@islandtrees.org 
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For days, that long-ago Summer 

I watched in awed fascination 

As my mother held out 

Her potato chip-laden hand 

Towards the squirrel atop the fence 

 

After a brief hesitation 

He’d scurry over, taking the chips 

And boldly eating them, one by one, 

As my mother spoke softly to him 

 

As the long days passed, 

The squirrel grew more daring 

No longer hesitant, he’d sit waiting 

Almost begging for the chips 

Which my mother would supply  

 

Until that fateful day when, 

Emboldened by his friendliness, 

My mother reached out her hand 

To pet him, as if he were a cat 

 

Instinctively, the squirrel reacted 

Extending his paw, scratching 

Her hand and arm 

Then jumping off the fence 

As I watched in nine-year-old horror 

 

As tears welled up in my mother’s eyes,  

She shook her head, saying sadly,  

“I should have known better; 

I forgot for a moment he was wild.” 

 

After that, she never hand-fed him again 

Instead, leaving chips out by the fence 

While we watched from a safe distance 

Always mindful of what he was: 

A beautiful, but wild animal 

 

Dawn McCormack - Plainfield, CT - djohnson8251@yahoo.com 

 

 

 



A Turkey Named One Foot              49

  

We called her One Foot 

For obvious reasons 

Although we never knew 

Her backstory 

Birth defect or mishap 

Perhaps a desperate escape 

 

Throughout the Summer 

We’d often see her 

Hopping along on the hill 

Part of a group of hens 

Who would wait for her 

As she hobbled along 

 

She was never alone 

Always flanked by others 

Which heartened me 

As the world can be cruel, 

Especially to a creature 

With such disability 

 

Then one day, suddenly, 

The others came without her 

Then another day and another 

And we knew she was gone 

Perhaps falling prey  

To our resident fox 

 

Yet, though she was gone 

We knew we’d been witness 

To something wonderful: 

Kindness and caring for 

One less fortunate 

A truly beautiful gift  

 

Dawn McCormack - Plainfield, CT - djohnson8251@yahoo.com 

 

 

If you like a poem, please let the poet know it… 
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Smoky Valley.  Central Nevada.  August. 

Driving east on a public lands dirt road 

through an endless brown sea of sagebrush 

toward the Toquima range 

 

Eventually the road enters a spartan forest 

Climbs, twists, turns 

Past junipers with gnarled branches 

Past pinion pines with fire-scarred trunks 

 

Rain shadow keeps Pete’s Summit bone dry 

Scattered, stunted deep-routed trees 

Extracting scarce soil moisture 

Struggling to survive 

 

Light-colored soil littered with rock fragments 

Thousands of pinecones 

Slowly drying out 

Never to seed 

 

I ascend weathered rocky outcrop 

Spectacular Western views of distant Austin Summit 

Spectacular Eastern views of Monitor Valley 

Valleys, mountains seem to go on forever 

 

Munch on nuts and grapes 

Mild summer weather 

Watch puffy clouds slowly moving across the sky 

 

Far from Las Vegas morning news 

Traffic accidents, drownings, robberies, murders 

Alone with my thoughts, silence 

Immersed in this stark, beautiful land 

Batteries recharged 

 

Roger Funston - Marysville, CA - rogerfunston@yahoo.com  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



                     Ardea Herodias              51

  

Unlike the jackdaw, rook, or crow,  

the Great Blue Heron arrives unannounced  

in slow, rhythmic strokes;  

its wingspan Jurassic at twilight  

or indefinite summer dawn 

when the line between water 

and sky is uncertain. The landing  

bird, at once, vertical and statuary  

until an unfortunate fish or frog catches 

the eye of the White Watcher.  

 

On land, Ardea herodias is unnatural,  

its hoary head thrust out 

by elongated neck, 

s      e      r      p      e      n      t       i      n      i      n      g,  

as body is pulled forward, and legs 

impossibly long follow. While its stillness 

in the water suggests beneficence,  

imperceptible movement of the dark 

eye that catches the Other;  

aware from refracted images between 

watery glass that occasions flight. 

 

No uneasy jackdaw, rook, or crow, 

the Great Bird, like sudden intake of breath, 

ascends. 

 

Nancy Dafoe - Homer, NY - dafoe.nancy@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

little off-white puffs 

in a dry, late-summer lawn-- 

imminent storms 

 

Jack Maze - Vancouver, B. C., Canada - erry@shaw.ca 
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All Creatures Great and Small...             52

   

One of the younger squirrels 

has taken up residence 

in our bird house, 

the opening gnawed out 

wide enough to stuff with 

leaves foraged for the nest. 

His solemn face peers out at me, 

watching and waiting, 

he does not know 

the date on the calendar 

nor the significance of the day, 

only those small gifts and offerings 

will be left for him in a daily ritual of sharing. 

Nuts and raisins placed on the deck rail, 

I hurry back inside as 

he climbs down from the birdhouse 

gathers up the provender 

and peers into the window 

where I stand 

mug of coffee 

cupped in both hands. 

Peace be with you 

I whisper under my breath 

His gentle dark eyes 

meet mine for an instant. 

And also, to you 

I read in his reply. 

  

Joan Vullo Obergh - Seaford, NY - Lydia82@verizon.net 
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Deep in the woods, I let go of proper decorum. 

Distant neighbors will not hear me howl. 

As the moon sends forth her magic beams, 

Diana drives her chariot across the sky. 

  

No one will see me dance with wild abandon 

as morning star Venus sends forth her light, 

or evening star Venus greets the crescent moon. 

Deep in the woods, I let go of proper decorum. 

  

Coyotes celebrate the moon and become song dogs. 

Domestic dogs may join with yaps of memory 

as silent Sirius faithfully follows Orion skyward. 

Distant neighbors will not hear me howl. 

  

Fancy seizes me on active sleepless nights. 

I sit on my porch and watch the dipper rise, 

seek the bear in stars made faint by city lights. 

As the moon sends forth her magic beams. 

  

I imagine druids dancing beneath the oaks 

as friends gather at a fire with drums and chants. 

Sun and moon strike stones of distant lands, 

and Diana drives her chariot across the sky. 

  

Ray Zimmerman - Chattanooga, TN - znaturalist@yahoo.com 

 

 
Summer Lake 

 

Lake Tahoe wonder, 

catches one’s eye like sapphire, 

nestled with Alpines 

and earthy pine infusions 

tempts a dip in the cool lake 

 

Alicia Ann Torres - Oakland, CA - freedom0768@att.net 
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               The Useless Tree              54

  

The tree stood vast and sprawling 

Twisted and gnarled 

Its wood as knobby 

as an old sea turtle’s barnacled shell 

A solitary sentinel upon its rocky perch 

 

It was of no use to man 

No carpenter’s saw could dent that weathered hide 

Nor could straight boards be salvaged 

from such crooked growth 

 

The stony soil it stood upon 

Too hard for plow to turn or churn 

No farmer would gain 

from the falling of that great tree 

and the fruitless energy which it would require 

 

And thus in its uselessness it thrived 

Throughout the centuries 

and through many generations of men 

Sheltering both birds and beasts 

Moths and mosses 

Ants and algae 

Caressing the sky with its probing branches 

Nourishing and nurturing all within its expansive reach 

 

And even the carpenter and the farmer 

found shelter in its generous shade 

Seeking respite from the harsh summer sun 

Beneath the useless tree 

Beneath the useless tree 

 

Gregory Tullock - Asheville, NC - Hidethejade@gmail.com 

 

 

no birds calling 

but for a single crow-- 

smell of wood smoke 

 

Jack Maze - Vancouver, B. C., Canada - erry@shaw.ca 
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The Elephant’s Choice: Drought on the Savannah           55 

-After David Attenborough’s Africa:  A 2013 BBC Mini-Series 

 

In the Riff Valley of East Africa, 

the Savannah cracks in dry heat; 

hardly a parched tuber remains. 

An elephant tribe trudges  

along an ancient path  

for water and grazing land. 

 

One female elephant halts, 

her calf obviously weak. 

She has no more milk to feed it. 

Now she searches the for food, 

finds only straw-like roots,  

which she hungrily eats; 

but the calf can eat nothing. 

 

The mother nuzzles the calf  

as it lies down, exhausted from 

trekking in scorching heat, 

without food or water.  The mother  

stays with her calf, watching her 

tribe disappear down the path.  

 

The calf lays down its head, 

which mother nuzzles till the end. 

Then the mother steps away  

and continues down the olden path. 

Someday rains will come; the land 

emerge fertile, green, and rich. 

Will she be still on this savannah? 

 

Joanne Stokkink - Wollaston, MA - jstokkink@comcast.net 

 

 

 

muted shadows 

on a bright summer day-- 

forests burning 

 

Jack Maze - Vancouver, B. C., Canada - erry@shaw.ca 
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                          Field               56

  

Surveyors appeared on the field today 

driving their stakes in the land 

as if dispatching a vampire. 

They stand knee-deep in teasel and thistle that 

rustle and rattle in a brisk summer breeze. 

The only other sounds  

the chelping of sparrows 

living their lives day to day. 

To the casual observer, the field is vacant. 

 

“Vacant” has gained pejorative force and 

such lots must now be developed and 

“put to good use.” 

It’s just one field and a small one at that 

yet home to so many unable to speak of their lives, 

lives as important to them as ours are to us. 

 

And I remember the words of Young Chief of the Cayuse tribe 

who said, 

“I wonder if the earth has anything to say?” 

 

Dave Reddall - Wellfleet, MA - dreddall@verizon.net 

 

 

Cosmic Peony 

 

I swooned into a peony’s blossom depth 

embraced its unfolding 

felt a light-stream unfurl petals 

into buxom bloom. 

I breathed in its unearthly fragrance 

weighty and sweet 

while the anointed air 

trembled in ecstasy. 

Can it be that its perfect petal-symmetry, 

vibrant velour whiteness 

its heady scent, 

are but a radiant reflection 

of the unfolded bloom-canopied cosmos 

that shelters me in its thrall? 

 

Vera Haldy-Regier - Hastings-on-Hudson, NY - 

vhaldyregier@optonline.net 
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A hard acid rain upon my garden fell.  

Are chemical particulates now lurking in the soil?  

Has acidic deposition negated all my toil?  

Have nitric acid and sulfuric acid and   

carbonic acid rendered the garden a spoil?  

Are the veggies no longer organic  

but instead, now miasmic and lethal?  

The ripening heirloom tomatoes,  

luscious looking beauties in shades of pink and  

yellow and candy apple red and reddish orange,  

have they been transmuted, like Mary Shelley’s  

monster, into mutant and toxic frankenfruits?  

Have the cukes become nukes?  

What about the peppers, crooknecks and zukes?  

Has the garden been irreparably befouled?  

Must I uproot and dispose of  

my treasured but now tainted plants?  

Should I sow in their stead rows of hemlock  

and hydrangea interlaced with clusters  

of larkspur and foxglove and nightshade?  

Will baneful plants such as these  

grow even more nocuous and deathly  

if planted in a soil chemically enriched  

by the acidifying particles and gases--  

hydronium and nitrate and carbonate--  

that a downpour has dispensed?  

Will seeds that germinate, take root and  

blossom in my chemically ravaged garden  

metamorphose into mortiferous monsters,  

Frankensteinish monstrum planta venenum?   

It was a hard rain that fell.   

  

Floyd D. Anderson - Brockport, NY - floydsroom@hotmail.com  

  

 

cicadas return 
serenade this quiet street 

crickets sing-a-long 
 

Patricia Carragon - Brooklyn, NY - pcarragon@gmail.com 
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             The Stable               58

  

At the edge of floret & forest 

Faint bray, neigh 

Here we had our 1st zest  

Of equine scent & caress 

The stable aged is still there 

Just not much used anymore 

When we were small 

Mom & Dad would borrow a burrow 

Pull us proudly around 

Later we were so elated 

To go by horseback pack 

To the 2 lakes 

How they dawdled along 

On the way to 

Of course, much faster coming back 

& my sister adored a white horse 

His ears cropped from frostbite or sun 

She would carry lots of carrots 

Braid his fair mane 

& promise to return 

1 summer he was just gone 

But not our thoughts of Croppy 

& the stable 

 

Kristin Ruth Lawrence - Sebastopol, CA - webwalker17@aol.com 

 

 

Blowing in the Wind 

 

Flowers are blowing in the wind, 

Above the goldenrod, 

And on the grassy riverbank 

The stately cattails nod… 

How sweet the honeysuckle scent, 

Nostalgic and serene, 

As roses ramble wild and free 

In this late summer scene 

 

Lorna Volk - Cincinnati, OH - cportolano@hotmail.com 
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                All That’s Left of August             59

  

Wispy tendrils of gray wrap the dogwood trees,  

cross the street to the neighbor’s pear tree, pears  

so ripe and plentiful they plop the ground where  

deer gather in ghostly clusters to munch the summer  

fruit. Only the occasional car passing, or dog bark,  

perking their ears to see if they need flee. 

 

It has been 10 weeks since the solstice spun us 

into the long days of summer. Now, it’s as if  

everyone is hurrying a little more, trying to taste  

one more bite of August sweetness before we are  

thrust back into shorter days of the next season. 

A few gold dogwood leaves flutter through the softness 

 

leaving their spotted siblings among the  

green leaves and red berries on the tree. A cardinal  

lights on the bird feeder causing it to spin like a ride  

at the fair. He is joined by a chickadee and a nuthatch  

who steals a seed then rushes back to the tree   

working his way down the trunk then up the other side, 

 

Our gray cat comes down the hill in total silence  

except for the cry of the birds who give up their spot  

on the feeder in protest. She pays no attention to them,  

no doubt thinking more about a human-provided breakfast.  

I open her a can of food, then return to my chair. I sip my  

coffee, check the time, wish I could stay suspended here  

 

with the wildlife, all of us partially hidden by the fog.  

But duty calls and the fog will soon lift. The next equinox  

creeps closer as the earth begins its tilt away from the sun,  

hurling us toward the end of summer, when only a sliver  

of the Harvest Moon will light our way to autumn’s stars. 

 

(Published in the 2021 Mildred Haun Review) 

 

Patricia Hope - Oak Ridge, TN - thetwohopes@aol.com 

 

 

 

If you like a poem, please let the poet know it… 
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                                Moon at Morning             60

  

Moon at morning at the river 

not the sun 

the earth’s clear eye 

but the lost face of a dream 

too many moons, months, years and memories 

tighten the bones to a brittle branch-like limb hanging over the 

water 

 

The eagle is in the dead tree 

and patient heron at its rock at low tide 

we are still and unrecognized 

I don’t know their hunger or longings 

I have forgotten mine 

time has had its due 

 

A breeze comes like a song once loved 

the eagle descends flies straight 

while the heron turns 

and the river churns 

and I am under both sun and moon 

wakening in the slivered bank of the river. 

 

Susan Oleferuk - Buchanan, NY - soleferuk@yahoo.com 

 

 

Summer Serenade 

 

I love the end of summer 

With cicadas in the trees, 

Loudly serenading 

With their cheerful melodies, 

As if to celebrate the start 

Of something bright and new 

With dawns of watermelon pink 

And skies of deepest blue, 

With evening winds that whisper 

As the leaves turn red and gold, 

Reminding us of all the joy 

This special time can hold! 

 

Lorna Volk - Cincinnati, OH - cportolano@hotmail.com 

 

 



                      Grow Old on the River             61

  

Once sails are raised and lines cast off and stowed, 

The cockpit devolves to a world of small adjustments. 

In one hand, tiller and main sail sheet, 

The jib sheet in the other, after wrapping round a winch. 

 

Feel thoughtlessly through bowline and cleat hitch, 

And know to never let the halyard go,  

To watch the boom’s swing as you come about, 

To give way to boats on a starboard tack. 

 

You recognize dark water as cloud shadow 

Or the warning of a coming gust, 

You trim to whispered flutters in the sails, 

Wake water gently tugging at the bow. 

 

Mute cars pass above you on the bridge, 

While trains haul silent hundreds up the shore, 

The vacant sky is stitched with vapor trails. 

You like to think the river knows you’re there. 

 

For just a little while you shed your years, 

And watch them flake along the water’s curl, 

And though you watch the geese fly where you can’t, 

Set course and trust your keel to keep you true. 

 

John MacLean - Croton-on-Hudson, NY - 

maclean1418@gmail.com 

 

 

Auguste August 

 

Once a year a rare spell comes our way 

when summer sun simmers afternoon to a boil, 

and blackberries, fully be-juiced, burst-- 

flaunting perfect purple-gem clumps 

along the trodden track we trail. 

Gobsmacked by lumps of a most perfect snack, 

we are not deluded by this lazy liaison 

with visions of pies, cobblers, tarts or crumbles, 

but do greedily gobble-up the Royal Crown Jewels 

of this Auguste August day, reaping what she has sown. 

 

Julie Caulfield - Beaverton, OR - juliecaulfield@netzero.net 

mailto:maclean1418@gmail.com


                 Migratory               62

  

The birds have moved on. 

They rarely stay. 

This is a landing, 

A stop to clean their feathers, 

Examine a flower, 

Peck at a twig. 

 

The presence of a moment. 

 

Perhaps another generation may return. 

This is their passing. 

 

            

                August Rain 

 

The rain is buying us time, 

 

Forestalling the drought, 

Allowing the grasses to live on 

Into the diminishing light. 

 

A little more growth 

Another strand of grass 

Before the world turns yellow then brown 

And hardens into a cover of white. 

 

             

                 Cutting their Losses 

 

In August the trees start cutting their losses. 

 

A leaf will fade. 

A needle will turn brown. 

A whole branch may be seen to die. 

 

What was once new has been surpassed and shaded. 

It has born its last fruit and returns empty 

Curving in upon itself. 

 

In August the trees begin to cut their losses. 

 

Harold Sneide - Indian Hills, CO - haroldsneide@comcast.net        

 

mailto:haroldsneide@comcast.net


          Year of the Cicada              63

  

The tree of life is decorated  

with cicada’s crystalline form, 

which once suckled the sap  

from root tip breast of Mother Earth. 

The assault came overnight, 

like butterflies leaving cocoons  

all at once, and crawling 

into the vulgarity of the light,  

to deglaze their bodies  

and dry their leaded glass  

wings in the kiln of day. 

Like a tribe, males drum hungry  

mating songs on hollow bellies,  

resonating a mellifluous tune, 

too shrill for my untrained ear, 

too harmonious for the predator  

to pinpoint a single player.  

Nearby males soften their song,  

diverting me to neighboring louder  

drummers, so I circle in vain for a sighting. 

Deafened and defeated, I’m resigned to pluck  

a casing from the bark like treasured amber, 

set it asparkle in my kitchen window;  

a foretelling of the spent body yet to be, 

that existed for many years offstage,  

for this one great moment in the sun.     

 

Camille Burkley-Wilson - Chattanooga, TN - 

burkleyrn@yahoo.com  

 

Sierra Summer Nights 

 

Lightning 

cracks twilight skies, 

a midnight blue nightscape, 

curtains mountains grand theater, 

presents 

orchestral echoing thunder, 

celestial magic, 

bestowing sheets 

of rain. 

 

Alicia Ann Torres - Oakland, CA - freedom0768@att.net 



               Dream of an Endless Summer             64

  

The first time we touched hands I could feel   
an electric rush pass from me to you.  
A magnetic wave traveled beyond our space and time,   
the same elements of the sun, the moon, and the stars.   
We were outside, en plein aire, within minutes   
even the air   
                  danced   
differently   
                 around   
us.  
  
The light reflected the golden sparkles in your eyes   
and I was mesmerized by our connection.  
You lit up the sky! You became as elemental,   
as essential as air is, to me.   
All I wanted was to be by your side that endless,  
hot summer, your essence set me on fire.  
We fit magically in each other’s arms.   
From the beginning you stayed consistently true to   
form as the atmosphere in my world completely shifted.  
  
The air refreshing as my favorite ocean breeze.  
Sunlight, glowing with a steady warm engulfing heat.  
Starlight, steadily twinkling at me   
to make you mine at night!   
Moonlight, pulsating moonbeams   
signals of love and desire   
fresh like the fireworks on the Fourth of July.  
We wished on a shooting star late one summer night,   
I squeezed your hand tight making my wish.   
  
Now 37 summers later, I knew your first face was true   
and like fine art has only become more priceless.  
As the sun dawns on a new day, we take it for all it offers  
for we’ve been given what I always wanted,  

always dreamed of, our once in a lifetime love.   
  
Vivian Portolano - Fountain Hills, AZ - cportolano@hotmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 



Summer Light and Fireflies 

 

In a charming ebb of twilight, 

as I contemplate this day, 

when the world was warm and sunny 

and quite mellow in every way. 

I muse on fate 

and fortune 

(oft inspiring balladeers...), 

while twinkled lightning’s kindled 

‘neath sky’s dome of shining spheres. 

Evenfall 

unleashes beasties, 

both in starry form and flesh. 

Nocturnal roams such hunters; 

cunning chase begins afresh! 

With a majesty of planets, 

and starry heroes overhead, 

sparkly fireflies grace the darkening space 

which daytime bugs have fled. 

 

Mind impressions yet endure from 

the illume of golden hours, 

but fading gloam, now bleached and leached 

mutes the gaudy birds and flowers. 

...One now discerns no butterfly, 

seen bright in summer’s morn. 

Just celestial points, 

and sporadic flash, 

shadow-sculpted, moonlight-borne. 

Late, past the vibrant glowing hue 

and linger’d ways of solstice light, 

stalks many a child, with jar in hand, 

keen-hunting in ebony backyard night, 

to savor a galaxy of personal stars, 

with a youthful awe that never dies; 

wide wonderment of myriad generations 

beholding nature ablaze 

with fireflies! 

 

Steven P. Pody - Fredericksburg, VA - s_pody@msn.com 


